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Orations
AUBREY DILLER
The manuscript tradition of Aeschines' orations has not been examined in
breadth and depth, i The last attempts at classification and elimination 2
were before the age of microfilm. Several manuscripts of some importance
(the Ambrosian especially) have not been examined at all. The mass of
variant readings reported by Schultz (1865) is the available source for the
tradition as a whole, 3 but it is incomplete and inaccurate for the primary
mss. and overburdened with secondary mss. The latest editors (in the Bude
series) collated some primary mss. in Paris and thus present most of the
valid evidence for the text ofthe orations. The text of the prolegomena and
scholia is still far from adequate.
The tradition is represented by one ms. (/) of the late tenth century,
five {Vakix) of the thirteenth and fourteenth, and almost fifty of the
1 Cf. E. Drerup, ed., Aeschinis quae feruntur epistolae (1904), who throws some Hght on
the mss. of the orations. Drerup overlooked codd. Marc. gr. VIII 20; Ambros. gr. 247;
Matrit. 4693.
2 Max Heyse, Vber die Abhdngigkeit einiger jungerer Aeschineshandschriften (Progr.
Bunzlau, 1 904) ; idem, Die handschriftliche Vberlieferung der Reden des Aeschines. Erster Teil : Die
Handschriften der ersten Rede (Progr. Ohlau, 191 2). The dissertation of E. D. Goldschmidt
(Berhn, 1925) has not been pubHshed; see UAnnee philologique 2 (1927), 2; Gnomon i (1925),
52; 4 (1928), 212-217; G. PasquaH, Storia delta tradizione e critica del testo (1934, 1952), 306.
Useful meanwhile for breadth is R. Roncali, "Lista dei manoscritti di Eschine Licurgo
Lisia," Bari, Universitd, Facoltd di lettere efilosofia, Annali XIV (1969), 381-399 (Aeschines
381-387).
3 F. Schultz, ed., Aeschinis orationes (1865). I shall cite the text of Aeschines by the
numbered variants in Schultz' text and apparatus, as Heyse has done. I follow Heyse also
in the symbols for the mss. : small letters for the mss. collated before Schultz, mostly by
Bekker, except x, added by Heyse; and capital letters for those added by Schultz
(ABFLV) and myself {CDMPRSWT). The old Coislin ms. (/in Bekker and Heyse and
here) is F in Schultz.
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Renaissance. A Patmos codex of the early tenth century has brief excerpts
from scholia on Demosthenes, Thucydides, and Aeschines,'* and a bifolium
from a fifth- or sixth-century codex from Egypt contains Aeschines or. Ill
1 78-1 86. 5 There are several fragments of papyrus from the first to third
centuries; they are from all three orations but most from III.^ The
numerous quotations by ancient rhetoricians are often repeated by
medieval authors, but there are quite a few independent medieval citations
of Aeschines' orations.'^
The standard medieval tradition, which I shall call ^, carries pro-
legomena consisting of Alaxivov p-qropos ^ios (vita l), AttoXXojvlov els
Alaxl'V'rjv e^-qyrjais (vita 2), and viroOeaeic (arguments) for the three
orations. The three orations are accompanied by copious scholia and
followed by the twelve epistles. This standard tradition j3 is represented by
the old mss. aVx and several later independent mss. {mgL and parts ofDS).
The three other old mss. are outliers ofjS.yhas all three orations and twelve
epistles without the prolegomena and with only some of the scholia of ^.
k has only III II {sic) without arg. and with very few scholia, i has only
II without arg. but with ample scholia. While /3 is a cluster ofindependent
mss., fki are actually the parents of their families, as was shown by Heyse
for/and is evident now for k and i also.^
The scholia 9 of ^8 are preserved to the end of III only in Se and their
offspring. L quits j8 at III 251, x at 246, F quits the scholia at III 156, g
at 88, mat 18, a at II 120. The scholia in j8 were numbered by hundreds for
reference, with corresponding numbers in the text. There are ca. 270
scholia on I, 297 on II, 440 on III. This rather fragile system is preserved
4 Codex Patmiacus 263. See J. Sakkelion in Bull, de corresp. hell. 1 (1877), 1-16;
137-155; 177-194, and Revue de philol. i (1877), 182-188, esp. 154 f., 181. The scholia are
from all three orations of Aeschines, in the usual order, and agree in part with the scholia
of/jS.
5 Pap. Rainer inv. 8030, Pack No. 17.
6 R. A. Pack, The Greek and Latin literary texts from Greco-Roman Egypt (21965), p. 16,
4-18. Nos. 5 and 6 belong together, see T. Lenaerts in Chronique d'Egypte 41 (1966),
144-159-
'7 G. Klinke, Quaestiones Aeschineae criticae (Leipzig, 1897) collects the testimonia earlier
than the editio princeps ( 1 5 1 3) . It is tedious to separate the primary (independent) testimonia
from the secondary (repeated). Among medieval readers of Aeschines may be mentioned
Photius, the Suda, Tzetzes, Greg. Pardus of Corinth, Thomas Magister.
8 The four genera recognized by Schultz correspond in the main to ^fki with their
respective offspring. Weidner, Blass, and Heyse use the symbol A for the family of A: (and
i), B for the standard tradition j8, and M or C for the family of/. But in or. I, where k is
lacking, Weidner, followed by Blass, ineptly transferred A from k to/.
9 Sauppe (1850) and Dindorf (1852) edited the scholia hornJim, Schultz (pp. 249-355)
ivomfimgVL. Schultz later found the missing end of the scholia in e.
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in aVxm as far as they go, but LSi modify it. Three scholia at the head of
III are extra seriem, unnumbered: (a) rj ardais . . ., (b) rives etirov . . .,
(c) oTi ov Set . . . (Schultz pp. 151 and 315): DWE have (a) (b) without
(c),/hasonly (a).
Some other useful marks of the main mss. may be mentioned. In or. I,
which is foiind only in j3 and/, seven false documents are interpolated in
the text of j3 but omitted in/: I 12 16 21 35 50b 66 68. Or. I has a longer
ending in / {expl. i^erdS^eiv) than in j6 {expl. KaTaXiXenvTai) . The excerpt
oTi -qSwrjOr) . . . d<f>avovs (Schultz pp. 5 f) is found only in /and i (and
their offspring), in/after the end of 11. in i in the margin at the beginning
of II. It belongs to II, but some apographs of 6* wrongly attach it to III.
— In the frequent expression c5 dvSpes ddrjvaloi, the jS-mss. usually omit
av8/3€9 ;/ begins with dvSpes but soon drops it; k has it in III and as far as
II 24; i has it all through II. The mss. agree in the less usual c5 dvSpes
without ddrjvalot, and dvSpes dOnqvaloL without c5. 10/ writes S over w, and
6 or dQ over co or a, and k and even j3-mss. have traces of this tachygraphy,
which is ancient and occurs elsewhere in the tradition ofthe Attic orators. ^ 1
The textual variation in ^fki is frequent but mostly superficial. Few
variants are from majuscule or word-division, 12 very many from slight
transposition and omission or addition. In I neither j3 nor / has much
advantage; their texts are equally readable, each sometimes corrupt. In II
III k veers between/and jS, or perhaps, as Weidner put it,/veers between
k and )3, but/A seem closer than^^; there are conjunctive errors all three
ways:/t, ^k,f^. k has more singular readings than/or jS, especially in III.
i is problematical : at first it agrees often, though not always, with k, but
after II 40 this agreement virtually ceases and i goes with j8; but i has more
singular readings even than k, most of them transpositions, none certainly
genuine. 13 From this evidence no image of a ninth-century archetype
emerges. Apart from interpolations, corruptions shared by all {^fki) are
not very frequent and are evidently ancient. The recension is open, and
eclecticisim is the principle on which the modern editors have established
the text. However, this does not deny the elimination of secondary mss.
The isolation of ^ is confused by the sporadic occurrence of/- or/t-
10 Om. to I 78 121 164, III 177 (/j3) 209 (/j8) 211 {fkP); om. aOrivaloi. I 177 (/), II 4
(/) 7 {M 24 {M 69 iM) 129 (/jS) 183 (/) ; h^Kaaral I 78 1 64, II 24 {ki) 102 (i bis) 129 (t).
11 H. Diels and W. Schubart, eds., Didymos Kommentar zu Demosthenes (1904), p. 3.
12 Majuscule variants: I 7710 loin, II 89 2210 4910 uSs, HI 293 829 1032 1679 ig;
minuscule variants: II 158, HI 1408 16514 2353 2394; word-division: I 445, II 2116 22io
377 4910 8i8 I0214 1 163 1828, III 7210 12613 1498 1792 1961 2275 2463.
13 i is supported by a papyrus in two singular transpositions (II 747 75i), but I still
cannot believe that i draws on a tradition different from ^fk. Cf. Martin-Bud^ I (1927),
p. ix.
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readings in j8-mss. We may begin with the major omissions. At I 879 92
n
1965 omissions are shared by all the /3-mss., and at I 1622, H 3213 15912
omissions are shared by the cognates xL. On the other hand, at II 12413
1602 omissions are shared by f^k. But other omissions do not follow the
branches of the tradition. In II 91 mxL omit in the text but supply in the
margin, and a has an equivalent incipient omission, hutfkiV do not omit.
At II 1825 aU omit and mg have an equivalent incipient omission, but
agsiinfkiVx do not omit. At III 223 axL omit, hutJTcmgV do not. Perhaps
these cases may be explained as omissions supplied in the margin in the
archetype of j8. But there are other omissions shared hyfk with some j8-mss.
At II iiii2f^kV^U' omit, hutf^k omit one more word (aAAa) than F*L*;
iamgx do not omit. At III 20jfkxL^ omit, while amgV a.nd a papyrus do not;
at III 867/ixZ,* share an omission. Omissions off^m^D' at II 1543 and of
k^V^ at III 2514 may be merely coincidental.
The following list is a selection of other variant readings off or Jk
occurring sporadically in j3-mss.
I 291 elfxL iq amVD
395 (x)v els TO acofxayVJD els to aco/Lia wv amxL
47 12 e^epydaaadaiJxL e^epydt^eadai amVD
51
5
neTpiovfo fj,eTpiCL)Tepou mVxLD
5222 8oK€i TovTU)fD TovTUi boKel am{y)xL
559 hefamD om. VxL
565 ova.fD ovTos amVxL
581 TTapafa aTTo mVxLD
595 eTepd Tivaf riva x eTepa amVLD
6417 ex^iv fa eaxe mVxLD
785 ainolfmD avToc aVxL
795 evoxosfm^D evayxos amVx om. L
80 15 ot' dvfa t) idv mVxLD
905 eprjixiaisfV^X eprjfiia amLD om. V
90 16 dvqprjTaifD dvrjp'qT' av amVxL
958 TifjLofMaxovfaxD TifjLoipxov mVL
IOO7 u/iiv fieray. fVx fieray. vpuv amLD
III IS om. fxD e^-q amVL
141
8
-fxevcasfamxL^D -fievovs VLS
1565 TTOVTaXeovTafaxL navToXeovra mVD
^574 pafivT^GLovJxL pafjLvovalov amVD
^579 TrapafievovTos JjnxL irapfievovTos aVD
^7^13 "^^^ ovaiasfVxL ttjv ovaiav amD
1793 Ik-JamL ep,- VxD
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II 89 ifxoLsfa aXXois kimVxL
125 om.fVi TTepl kamxL
143 iy-famxLi im- kVD
151 VTTofkiam^ vnep mVxL
155 iy-fmVxL om. kia
1513 olfkiam om, VxL
21 11 8ef{a)mxL om. kiV
2912 Kal fjierafkix om. amVL
356 om.fam eVi kiVxL
365 fj,6vovfa fjLovov kimVxL
398 alriovfa°x{L) eV tou evavriov kimV
41
5
om./itamF fiov xLi
499 oi/c. TTpay.fkimV irpay. oIk. axL
529 om.fka aAAa mVxLi
553 om.fka elire mVxLi
554 Kareveifjiefka KaTavelfMai mVxLi
559 avjji-fkamLi om. FxZ)
5811 TTapafkiV airo amV^xL
6223 povXeveadatfkxL ^e^ovXevadai am{V)i
643 /Lia/)T. Srjfji.fkx Srjfj.. fxapT. amVL{i)
6913 om.y^(fl)F fiaXXov mxLi
8217 ccTTiqpK.fkanfL aTTTjprjK. mV aireiprjK. xDi
934 iin^oXrjvfaV i-Tn^ovXrjv kimxL
94
1
€v-fkxL err- amVi
949 om.fkam e/ie Fa:/-?
95 hrjpLovfkia vofjLov a^mVxL
961 Karrjyopeisfka KaT-qyopels mVxLi
989 iv-fmVi om. A;flZ<
1093 vTT-fkiamL eV- Fa:
1 132 om.fkaxL Kal avaiaxwrlav {a^)mVi
1 22 13 om. fkiamV kuI xL
12412 e'mS. kTnoT.fkam i-maT. eViS. (F)ArZ,z
1257 om. fkxL Xoyovs amVLH
12510 om.fkxL TToXXaKts amVx^LH
1404 oTrXiTUivfka TToXtTwv TuYxL
141
1
om.fkamV rcb <f)LXLTr7TOj owlovtojv xL
1445 TTopveiasfka TTovrjplas mVxLi
1488 €771 TcDv TpiccKovra fa^Li om. kamVx
1489 TToXiTiKu>vfkiam ttoXitojv VxL
1524 om.fka 8evpo mVxLi
1 546 etV/a om. A;a: to? Fa;Z,z° to? et? mi
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1547 yeyevTjfxevTjvfkimVxU om. aL
^57i -fJi^evosfkia -fievrjv mVxL
1643 iKelvovfkam eKecvco aPmPxLi ckcivcdv V
16410 om.fkam avrovs VxLi
1665 aTT€crT€pr]aas fojn iTreareprjaas ki aTToarep-qaas VxL
1736 om.fka To^oras mVxLi
1758 om.fkam kuI VxLi
17720 ^fkam ^ 7] VxL i^ -^s r) i
1787 om.fkxL oXcov amVLH
17912 T-qv 6pyrjvfTnxL^{i) om. kaVL
III 38 ova.fam rjSr) kVxL
39 elvaifV om. kamxL
74 fxiKpovfkxL om. amF
814 Toi voficofam TO cs vofiois kVxL
1I2 ovTCJsfkmVx om. aL
133 om.faxL nva kmV{D)
236 TOVTofkxL TOVTOV ajTlV
277 (xAAoi/amF om. A;xZ,
279 TovTOJvfamxL^ tovtov kVL
2719 -fiiX-qaop,. fmVxL -fieXrjdrjGOfx. ka
293 etfamx ol kVL
332 om./F^Z, ow A;am
397 om.fam Trepl kVxL
46 16 om.fka Kol mVxL
544 om.famL ccttocvtcov {k)VxD
573 ccTTo-fV^L im- kamVxL°
579 om.fam anavTajv kVxL
60 16 fieTccfxL om. A;flmF
61
3
TcDv eAAiyvajv/ifcFx^Z-* om. flm;fL
623 TovrlfVxL TovTo kam
632 TTposfam ws kVxL
674 om.faxL or' ^v 2° kmVD
6712 om.yF tils' kamxL
7 1
2
om. yizm UTT- A; Fa;L
739 Ae'yco Kadet,.fkV Kudet,. Xeyoj amxL
753 om.fam rjv 2° kVxL
762 avTovfam avruiv Vx avru) L om. A;
763 om.fam w aO. {k)VxL
7^16 rpiafkmV om. flxL
7619 KarayeA . . . Troioiv post ei? ^j^jSas 2°fkmV post 1° flxZ,
777 c^Sofirj S' -q/xepafx i^SofjiTjV 8' rjfjLepav kamVL
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77 1
1
om . faxL a-noXeaas kmVU
783 TTOTefx om. kamVL
81
2
TovfaV om. kmxL
81
8
hiop. ^TjX.fkVxL^ ^7]X. Swp. amL
8211 Koi yavibaf{k)V ova. amxL
842 om.y^ Koi k Tpia amV kol rpia xL
844 p.€ylaTT]sfamV^xL davjjLaa-rfjs kVx^D
948 roTJTovs f{cL)TnxL tovtwv kV
987 om.fam vfitv kL rjixiv Vx
10113 ova. fa (f)7]crl kmVxL
1037 ova.fka irpos ^LXnnTovf^mVxL
1051 TavT fkx TTocvT umVL
I 10
1
flOVOV TOV OpKOvfoV rOV OpKOV pLOVOV mX TOV OpKOV
1 1 1 €TT€vx€Tai famx i-nevxeadat k Vx°L
1113 p.rjhkfam p.rjT€ kVxL
1 179 yefkaxL om. mF
1 183 \iywvJam om. A;Fa:L
1 20
3
ora.fam tcov vpoyovojv kVxL
1265 Sieypdiparo foL SieTTpd^aro kamV
13213 €T€pajvfkVx° om. amxL
1 32 16 ^ 8€X(f)0LSfam om. A;F;cZ,
1376 ovhkfkmxL oi) aV
1391 prqTiop /cat ovTos fkx^L^ om. amVxL
1397 p-qTojpfx'^D om. kamVxL
1 40 rfjsfaV TU)v kmxL
1635 TovfxL om. A:amF
1 63 18 dojfkaxL deo) mVL°
1684 -^XeijjTjTefV -^AeTTTjTc kamxL
1 70 6 om.fam koI avrov kV avrov xL
171 rjvfka om. mFxL
1 71
6
om. fkamVxL d7T68r)p.os x^L^m^
1754 avTojfV om. kamxL
17817 -7r€7TXvTaifkm{V)L -XeXvrat axU^
181
4
TT€plfka{m)L om. Fx;
1 8 1 8 to:? rd^eisfV ttjv to-^lv kamxL
181 11 i7nKaXovp.€vosfkxU om. amL
1825 KaK^lvOlfkX KOLKCIVO OmVL
1834 xp^^°'^f^ TTovov k TTovov . xpovov am{x)L
1843 TTaialvfkam Traaiv VxL
202 19 om.fxL KUTTjyoprjKa kamV
20312 ravrasfamL raura /;F
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20512 om.faL fjbrjS" ayvoeW km{V)
2083 oTifkL om. amV
2099 rifam om. kVL
2123 <f)0^ria€TaifkaL ^o^rjO-qaerat. Vm
2174 TO . K€<f>aXai,ovfka to. . K€(f>aXaia mVxL
222 10 -yiivovsfaV -fxevos kmxL
2283 ovKfamxL ovh^ kV
22915 TcDv avXwvfka Tov avXov mVxL
2356 -yeveadai faL -ytveadai kmVx
2357 v(f>* fkmxL^ om. aFZ,
24O4 ewea SefamVx Se eWea /;Z,
2425 avJkVx om. amZ,
246 16 evo-)(X. evT.fkVx ivr. evo;^A. amZ,
2474 ocTToXoyiafjiovfkV avoXoylav amL
The irrational distribution of these readings in the mss. may be
attributed to various causes of deviation from simple lines of descent:
(i) double readings 1"* in the common archetype, including glosses and
scholia; (2) contamination of jS-mss. from/; (3) intentional intervention by
scribes and correctors; (4) fortuitous coincidence. But altogether they do
not seem to account for the phenomenon satisfactorily. A similar puzzling
situation exists in several later mss., where contamination appears in such
a form as to postulate either too many lost Vorlagen or else that the scribe
was copying from two Vorlagen at once ; see codices ixSFp, not to mention
still later ones.
I shall deal now with the individual mss., in stemmatological order as
far as possible, as in the following list. I have microfilm of twenty mss., as
indicated; for the others I rely on published descriptions and collations.
I regret I could not use watermarks for dating the mss., and that I have
not recognized more of the scribes. In compensation, I have tried to find
the earliest ownership of the codices. Unless stated otherwise, the mss. are
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and are of paper (the parchments
arefVBpce and Ottob.). Merely for economy I shall omit references to
the standard catalogues of mss. given in Richard's Repertoire (21958).
P amgVx L: vitae, arguments, three orat. with scholia, twelve epist.
a Rome, Angelicus gr. 44 s. XIII
b Vat. Barb. gr. 22: om. scholia epist.
m Paris, gr. 3003
14 Double readings are evident in j3 or /S/" (not k) at I 912 715 822 9611 12715 16812 1842,
II 1517 316 355 4413 586 7317 1364, HI 99 451 613 844 giig 1719 20714.
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r Copenhagen, regius 415: I only
V Vind. ph. gr. 156: II only
n Paris, gr. 3004: III only
g Paris, gr. 2930: om. vitae arg. epist.
V Vatic, gr. 64 mbr. a. 1269/70
p Wolfenbiittel 902 mbr. : om. scholia
Ambros. gr. 247
Madrid 4693
X Paris, suppl. gr. 660 s. XIV: om. epist,
L Laur. 57,45: om. epist.
Vind. ph. gr. 59: vitae arg. only
Marc. gr. VIII 2: om. scholia
/ Paris, Coislin 249 mbr. s. X: three orat. twelve epist., om. vitae arg.
K Istanbul, Panaghia Kamariotissa 158: I only
A Laur. conv. soppr. gr. 84: I only
M Marc. gr. 442 : om. epist.
S Ambros. gr. 455 : adds vitae arg. scholia
Leonardo Bruni a. 1412: Latin trans, of III
B Vat. Barb. gr. 159 mbr.: without scholia
C Laur. acquisto 50: without scholia
d Marc. gr. VIII 20: III I II epist.
Laur. 58,6: epist. II I III
Ambros. gr. 26: III I II, om. epist.
q Phillipps 8077: II III without scholia, epist., [I]
P Vat. Pal. gr. 134: II III
R Ambros. gr. 316: with scholia
Ambros. gr. 297
E editio princeps 151 3: without scholia, om. epist.
k Paris, gr. 2998 s. XIII: III II without scholia
8 Die: III II [I]
D Ambros. gr. 409 : adds vitae arg. scholia
/ Paris, gr. 3002
e Marc. gr. VIII 4 mbr. : om. I, adds scholia
s London, Harley 6322: II only
i Paris, gr. 2996 s. XIV: II only, with scholia
F Laur. 60,4: III II [epist.]
Z Moscow gr. 475: II III
W Vatic, gr. 67 : all of ^ but in disorder
V Urbinas gr. deperd.
T Vatic, gr. 72 : I II III with scholia
h Paris, gr. 2947
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c Vat. Urbin. gr. 116 mbr.: [I] III II epist.
t Gotha572: III [I]
I Vat. Ottob. gr. 254 mbr.
II Vatic, gr. 1392
Vat. Barb, gr, 53
Naples II E 28
Salamanca 223
Istanbul, fieroxiov 10
Athens, ^ovXrj 23 s. XVIII
III Vatic, gr. 1585
Vatic, gr. 2362
Vatic, gr. 1949
Naples II E 1
1
Laur. Ashburnham 1640
Lisbon
Bucharest 603
Vatopedi 736 s. XVIII
— Oxford, Bodl. 6561 : vitae arg. only
Vat. Pal. gr. 51: scholia only
Paris, suppl. gr. 1344 s. XIX: scholia only.
(a) Rome, Angelicus C.3.11 (gr. 44): bomb. s. XIII 318 leaves 25 x
15.5 cm. in 39 quat. and one ternion (297-302) signed a-fi. Fol. 240V 277V
and parts of 237V 238V are blank, apparently because of poor paper. Fol.
3-212 Aristides,i5 213-317 Aeschines complete /3 except that the scholia
are incomplete and virtually cease at II 120, though blank numbers
continue to II 136. A second hand begins with quire 35 (fol. 273, in II
182). The script is uncalligraphic, but the text is good. The only major
omissions, apart from conjunctives, are at III 1429 1661 1665^ (or
€<f>T] . . .
TToXiv) 2145. An interpolation preceding III 177, eVet ivravda Xoittov
€TnXoyi^€Tai, matches the scholion ad loc. in Se ivrevdev Xoittov eVi'Aoyoi.
There is correction and collation by the first and later hands, usually
agreeing withy and particularly with T {from/M),^^ which in turn has
readings from a. — This codex was in the collection formed by Cards.
Guido Ascanio Sforza (d. 1564) and Alessandro Sforza (d. 1581).!'' It was
collated by Bekker and (in I) by Heyse, I have microfilm.
15 B. Keil, ed., Aelii Aristidis Smyrnaei quae supersunt omnia, II (1898, repr. 1958), pp.
XII f.
16 Ya" I 8015 1227 14936 17810J II 1295. The long ending at I 1965 is added. At I 1767
the misreading Xoyov occurs only in / * and a'^ (Heyse 1 2) , not in DY; it may have been in v.
17 Studi ital. 6 (1898), 172. On the Biblioteca Sforziana see G. Mercati in Studi e Testi
164 (1952), 15-146.
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(b) Vatic. Barber, gr. 22 (olim 263): 304 leaves 169 x 114 mm. Fol.
79-196 (in eleven quint, and one quat., 1 18 and 193-196 blank), Aeschines
^ without scholia and epistles, written by a non-Greek hand. is — This
codex belonged to Lattanzio Tolomei of Sienna (d. 1543).^' It was collated
in I by Bekker and Heyse, who both recognized it as an apograph of a.
(m) Paris, gr. 3003: 222 leaves 22.3 x 14.5 cm. Fol. 1-126 Aeschines
in 15 quat. and one ternion (57-62) signed i^y-i-t,, fol. 127-222 scholia on
Aristides in another hand. Aeschines is complete j3 except that the scholia
cease at III 18. The text often agrees with a against VxL. Major omissions
at I lOOg 1893, II 1 1611 15485 III 1678 oi) OerraXovs acftiardvai {non om. aii
yap . . . mrocTT'^aais) 1685, are supplied by the first or later hands, and a
large repetition in III 65 is deleted. Spaces for the scholia are taken out
of the main column on the page. The scholia are numbered: 272 on I,
297 on II J 38 on III ; sch. Ill abc and a few others are extra seriem.'^^ There
is correction by several hands on the epistles (Drerup) and a good deal in
III, less in II and I. In I some of it is from/>,2i in II III it is from/A;, from
k alone after III 1 13,^2 actually from Yh, which are from/M and after III
113 from kl. In III the same corrections sometimes occur in m^h^ and even
_^2^23 and a few corrections in m?-h'^ seem to be from g.'^^ Codd. mgh all
belonged to Janus Lascaris (d. 1534).^^ A corrector has also introduced an
un-Greek feature, that is, the Italian practice in cutting lines, such as S'
transferred from the end of a line to the head of the next. There are a few
conjectures and interpretations in the margin, e.g., question-marks in III
130, Xaojs XvaiKXea III 1438a (cf. Diodorus 16.88). — Codd. mg were
collated by Taylor, Bekker, Dubner (the scholia for Dindorf), Heyse. I
have microfilm of wz.
(0 r) Copenhagen, regius 415: 150 leaves 28 x 21 cm. Fol. 121-150
Aeschines I 1-174 (the end lost) in a different hand from the preceding
parts, copied from m (Heyse). This codex belonged to John Locker of
London (d. 1760) and to Anthony Askew (sale 1785 No. 579). Collated by
Taylor for Reiske (r) and by Bloch for Dindorf (0) and by Heyse, who
showed that r and are the same.
18 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 46 (1926), 149 n. 2.
19 Mercati, pp. 138-156, Aggiunte, pp. 5 f.
20 Corrections are mistakenly numbered as scholia at II 322 I548-
2l/)m2: I 113 5018 667 9 794 5 9013 12413.
22/m2: II 5810 11 12 723 951 961, III 211 2 607 822 1032, e< a/.
—
knfi: III "43 "7l5 "87
16212 1707 1839 1865, et al.
23 mW: III 566 573 9 757 931 5 1015 "66 1567 1719 1855 (from Plutarch) 18611, also
I 667 9, II 1386.
24^m2/i2: III 491 1079 1651 1937.
25 Mel. d'arch. et d'hist. 6 (1886), 258, Nos. 70 (m), 89 {h), 90 {g).
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(v) Vind. ph. gr. 196: 46 leaves 228 x 165 mm. Aeschines II copied
from m (Heyse) by Constantine Mesobotes ca. 1500 (Hunger). Collated by
Bremi (1824).
{n) Paris, gr. 3004: 170 leaves 203 x 146 mm. Aeschines III with arg.
and Demosthenes 1 8, written by Georgius Hermonymus and annotated by
Guillaume Bude (d. 1540). 26 Or. Ill is copied mostly from m, but in 227
it begins to agree with/. Collated by Bekker, inspected by Drerup for
Heyse.
(g) Paris, gr. 2930: 169 leaves 28 x 21 cm. Fol. 1-117 Isocrates,^^
118-167 Aeschines, 168-169 Dion Chrys. Aeschines begins without vitae
and arg. as an apograph ofA (from/) , but in I 2 1 it switches to j3, closely
akin to m but independent of m; the epistles are omitted. However, both
parts are contaminated (Heyse) ; the first has the documents and scholia
of j8m. The scholia cease at III 88 (at III 18 in m), but a bit of scholia is in
the text at III 1079, also II 11912- There are several unique long scholia
(Schultz p. 251), doubtless untraditional. Some correction in III coincides
with m^h^.
(F) Vatic, gr. 64: mbr. 290 leaves 318 x 205 mm. in three parts by
different hands, the third dated fol. 289V a. 6778 (a.d. 1269/70). 28 The
second part (fol. 147-225, ten quat. a-i lacking the last leaf) contains
Aeschines and Socratic epistles, the latter in part unique. Aeschines is
complete j3 except that the scholia 29 cease in III 156 (fol. 194, the end of
quat. ?). The text is rather erratic and sometimes even illiterate. I count
twenty singular omissions, some of then supplied between lines by the
first hand. 30 In I there avefenestrae.^^ In III variant readings of k have
been entered extensively by a coarse hand. — This codex has supplements
and annotations by Cardinal Isidorus Ruthenus (d. 1463) and probably
belonged to him. 32 It was collated by Schultz and (in I) by Heyse. I have
microfilm.
(/>) Wolfenbuttel 902 (Helmstedt 806): mbr. 226 leaves 21 x 13 cm.
26 H. Omont, "Notice sur Georges Hermonyme," Memoires de la Soc. de Vhist. de Paris
12 (1885), 90.
27 E. Drerup, ed., Isocratis opera omnia, I (1906), pp. XXIX, LV. Isocrates in g is not
nearly akin to Isocrates in A.
28 A. Turyn, Codices Graeci Vaticani saeculis XIII et XIV scripti annorumque notis instructi
(1964), 46-48.
29 Scholia III abc are at the end of II, fol. i8iv. A bit of scholia in the text at I 1247.
30 Vita 227, or. I 6415 663 14914, II 279 374 1115 11910 15618, HI 1295 1725 2554,
suppHed by the first hand: II 6021 1 164, III 2514 1305, supplied by the second hand from
k: III 6210 855 1033 1678.
31 I 243 256 7 41 19 4716 4810 491 6 19 etc.
32 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 56 (1931), 522.
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Fol. ir-i65r Aeschines complete j8 except the scholia, i65r-203r Socratic
epistles, 203r-226v Dionysius Halic. Lysias. The whole codex derives from
V, but with much divergence in the texts, so that the derivation has been
disputed. 33 As/) does not have secondary correction, there must have been
an intermediate between V and p. In Ifenestrae of V have been filled from
any-text,34 but t^g major omissions of P^ remain. However, in the docu-
ments, lacking in/, it is the reverse : the omission at I 663 is supplied, but the
fenestras at 5O13 24 remain; at 5O18 p reads /ca^e^o/Ltevo? with a (not V). In
II/» is heavily contaminated from i.^^ In III it is less heavily contaminated
from k, as is V itself, but the contamination in p is independent of that in
F.36— A subscription says Georgius Chrysococces wrote this codex for
Giovanni Aurispa ; this was probably when Aurispa was in Constantinople
in 1421-1423. Later the codex belonged to Guarino Veronese (d. 1460). 37
It was collated for Reiske (1771) and by Baiter and Sauppe (1840).
Heyse demonstrated its derivation from V.
Milan, Ambros. D 71 sup. (gr. 247) : 152 leaves 30 x 22 cm. Fol. 1-85
Plato, 86-90 Aeschines' epistles (Drerup om.), 91-152 Aeschines I II III
without scholia, preceded by vitae and arg. The end of III (225-260) and
the epistles are by a different hand. The first hand copied from Guarino's
codex/), the second from m.38 There is some secondary correction in I:
fenestrae and omissions of Vp are supplied from a ^-ms.39 There are also
marginal indices in Greek and Latin. — This codex and the next have not
been examined or even mentioned before for Aeschines. I have micofilm
of both.
Madrid 4693 {olim N 63): 135 leaves. Fol. 1-112 Aeschines, 1 13-135
various epistles. '*o The ms. of Aeschines is an apograph of Ambros. gr. 247
with its corrections, but the arg. are distributed to the heads of the
respective orations and the epistles are at the end (103-112). A subscrip-
tion fol. II2V says Constantine Lascaris wrote this ms. in Milan; Lascaris
33 Drerup (1904), p. 20; (1906: see on ms. g), pp. LXIII f.; Heyse (1904), pp. 10-13;
K. Fuhr in Berl. Philol. Woch. 25 (1905), 87, J. Sykutris in Philol. Woch. 48 (1928),
1 284- 1 295; P. Maas in Byz. Z^itschr. 28 (1928), 430.
34j^: I 2416 17 257 4811 4918 559 641 868 1708, etc.
35 Blass (1896), p. XI. Schultz (1865) put/> in his fourth class with i.
36^ shares several omissions of V, even some supplied by F2, but does not share
unsupplied omissions of Fat I 663, II 279 374 1115 11910 15618, III 1725 2554.
37 A. Diller (see on ms. S), pp. 318 f., No. 23.
38 Readings of m or mg at III 2264 10 2274 22812 2293 2312 2352 23612 2385 3 2393
24616 17 2501. In III 234 there is an incipient omission ofone line inm {i 13VI i ivrvxavjiev
. . . (f>va€t.s). The ms. ignores the corrections in m.
39 Readings of /S in correction at I 5012 13 24 6414 1 195 1795.
40 These epistles, in part unique, were copied from cod. Ambros. gr. 8i, see Studi ital.
9 (1901), 479-488.
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left Milan for Messina in 1464. There is secondary correction throughout
in part at least by Lascaris himself; it is from u.'*i Fol. ir infra Lascaris has
written <f>aalv on vpwros ala^tvrjs to deiius Xdyeiv rJKOvae 8ia to axe8t.at,€iv d)S
evdovGioiv {Suda ai 347)-
(x) Paris, suppl. gr. 660 fol. 31-89 and 94-157 {olim 1-123, fol. 90-93
and 158 blank paper) : j-. XIV 24 x 17 cm. Fol. 31-89 Synesius,'*^ 94-157
Aeschines in six quint, plus four leaves, one leaf missing after 153 {lacuna
III 202 vTToixvqauj [vixas . . . 213 a^dSpa] TTovrjpovs) , the last leaves worm-
eaten. Aeschines is ^, but in III 247 it switches to k and the scholia cease,
and the epistles are lacking. There are some readings of/; even before III
247. '*3 The script is uncalligraphic but the text is good,'*'* more like a than
V. — This ms. was among those acquired by the Bibliotheque Nationale
from the heirs of Minoides Mynas in 1864. '*5 It may be the Aeschines seen
by Dr. E. Zacharia in the Laura on Mt. Athos in i838.'*6 It was collated
by Heyse. I have microfilm.
{L) Florence, Laur. 57,45: 312 leaves in small 4°. Fol. 2-79 Lysias
I-XXXI (om. II V VI), 80-97 Lucian and Cebes, 98-245 Herodian hist,
and Aeschines, 246-253 anonymous opuscula, 254-312 various epistles
(including Aeschines'). Aeschines is j3 (vita i is on I73r beneath the end
of Herodian) ending at III 251; a later hand has added III 252-260
without scholia (from/5, but not BP, perhaps Laur. 58,6). The ms. is
messy and inaccurate, even illiterate. The text is akin to x, as Heyse found
in I and I find in II III.'*'' There are omissions supplied and double
readings, mostly in a different script, but I do not think by a different
hand or from a different exemplar. '*8 — This codex was one of those
purchased for Lorenzo de' Medici by Janus Lascaris in Candia (Crete)
3 April 1492.'*^ It was collated by Schultz. I have microfilm.
Vind. ph. gr. 59: 254 leaves 285 x 205 mm. Fol. ir-77r Lysias as in L,
41 I 556 6215 7011 14932 46 • • • HI 626 13511 16610 1679 1707 1984 20512. At vita iio,
however, Lascaris supplies ev d-q^ais from a j3-ms.
^'^ N. Terzahgi, ed., Synesii hymni et opuscula, II, i (1944), p. XXIV f.
43 kx: III 2351 2397 8 24O1 24310 2448 2456 2464, etc. At III 2592 x omits vap" ouSev
/xev . . .TO e'/( /xTjSojv xpvaiov because of an incipient omission in k.
44 Unique major omissions in x: I 1 173 10 14105 H 2820 21 H^Va I451j ^^^ I03l3 18513
2478 2592.
45 H. Omont, "Minoide Mynas et ses missions en Orient," Memoires de I'Acad. des
InscT. et Belles Lettres 40 (1916), 337-419.
46 E. Zacharia, Reise in den Orient (1840), 258.
47 xZ,: II 42 273 3213 348 415 463 681 (ev avTu>) 891 1411 15912 1825a [KaKiav), III 2i
9l0 244 333 I "4 "614 1408 {etoKeiTe) 1722 3-
48 But see III 12210 avpiov kDg {om. cett.).
49 Rivista difilologia classica 2 (1894), 4^6; 422 : Lisi oraciones et Escinii in uno volumine.
P(ap).
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yjv-Qyr Lucian de dea Syria (in L), Syr-gor vita 2 and arg. only ofAeschines
as in L 173V-175V, gor-iQor epistles and opuscula (in L), 121-166
Polybius, 167-254 Herodian (in L). The whole codex, except Polybius,
seems to be copied from L.
Venice, Marc. gr. VIII 2 (colloc. 1388): 297 leaves 214 x 144 mm. in
four parts by different hands: (a) fol. I, 1-3 1 Lysias I-IX as in L followed
by vitae and arg. of Aeschines; (b) 32-125 Aeschines I II III without
scholia; (c) 126-213 ApoUonius Dyscolus; (d) 214-297 epistles of Phalaris
Alciphron Brutus. Parts (a) and (b) were apparently copied from L. —
This codex came from Sts. John and Paul (see on ms. e). It has not been
collated.
(/) Paris, Coislin 249: mbr. 168 leaves 252 x 177 mm. 37 lines. The
script is of the second half of the tenth century; it has a good deal of
tachygraphy, some of it rather unusual. Fol. 1-76 and 148-168 contain
opuscula of Synesius, an oration of Lysias and one of Gorgias, and Marinus
Vita Prodi (unique). Fol. 77-147, in nine quat. {a-d) so contain the three
orations and twelve epistles of Aeschines ending abruptly (the last leaf is
lost), without the prolegomena (vitae arg.) and with some scholia. Another
hand begins quat. S (fol. loir at II 19); the preceding leaf has only six
lines of text with a notice ov Aei'77-(ei) rt, followed by a list of the ten Attic
orators with numbers of their speeches si (fol. loor, loov is blank). In I
the seven documents of j3 are omitted, and the text has the long ending
(98r, I 196 c^eraCeiv). The excerpt on 778^7^^17 fills ii6r after the end of
II. Schol. Ill (a) is on ii6v above the heading, III (be) are lacking. The
scholia, written in small majuscule, are mostly excerpts from the more
copious scholia of j3; Schultz does not report them completely. There are
major omissions at I 9215, II 1543, HI 1274^2 1673, supplied by the first
hand, and at I 14943,11 11I12 12413 1602, III 867, supplied by later hands,
and at I 15212, HI 203 17210, not suppHed at all. The text is often altered
by various hands, contemporary or recent; Drerup distinguished four
hands. 53 In I II this alteration usually agrees with jS and may be either
contemporary correction (/°) or recent collation (/2) ; but some of it is
50 Devreesse says the codex has 22 quires. It is not clear how 97 leaves form 13 quires
(without fol. 77-147, oL-9)- I suspect that fol. 148-168 belong at the head, so as to bring
all of Synesius together and put the second hand (fol. 101-147) at the end.
51 Edited by W. Studemund in Hermes 2 (1867), 434 f.
52 The long omission in III 126-127 is supplied in the lower margin fol. I28v but
interlarded with scholia so as to be unrecognizable.
53 E. Drerup in Bayer. Akad. der Wissensch., philos.-philoL Classe, Sitzb., 1902, pp. 318 f.,
quoted by Heyse (1912), p. 23.
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imique and even arbitrary (I 511 2410 476 6215 iiOg).54 In III, where the
alteration is much less,y2 usually agrees with k, hence is mere correction
of/I, but not at III 1263 1647. The apographs KAM ignore much of/2
after I 88, but S agrees with/^ rnostly throughout. — This codex seems to
be one of those obtained in the East by the Greek priest Athanasius Rhetor
for Pierre Seguier in 1643-1653.55 It has been collated several times, by
Bekker, Cobet, Schultz, Drerup (in the epistles), Heyse, and others. I have
microfilm.
[K) Istanbul, Patriarchate, Panaghia Kamariotissa 158: 296 leaves
210 X 140 mm. 56 Fol. 267-291 Aeschines I without arg. or documents,
ending abrupt 29ir at I 141 tov? elprjiievovs ev; the page is full, but 29 iv
has only irrelevant scribblings; fol. 292-296 do not belong to this ms.57
The ms. is a manifest apograph of/, with a few of the scholia. —This
collection of codices was in the island ofChalke in the last century. I have
photocopy taken from microfilm in the Dumbarton Oaks Library.
(A) Florence, Laur. conventi soppressi gr. 84: 202 leaves 296 x 215
mm., "egregie scriptus." Fol. 1-178 (178 blank) Isocrates,58 179-202
(three quat.) Aeschines I only 59 without arg. documents or scholia, copied
from / (Heyse) . — This codex was in the collection formed by Antonio
Corbinelli (d. 1425),^° which was lodged in the Badia di Firenze until
181 1. It was collated by Schultz.
(M) Venice, Marc. gr. 442 (colloc. 554): 199 leaves in 12°, in three
parts by different hands: (a) fol. 1-86 mostly Libanius;^! (b) 87-174
Aeschines
;
(c) 1 75-199 six monodies by one Alexius Lampenus (fourteenth
century) found only here and still not printed as far as I know. Fol.
87-166, ten quat. (a-i), have Aeschines' orations as far as III 1 13 to rrehiov
copied from/: vitae arg. and seven documents in I are lacking, I ends
i^erd^eiv, II is followed by on rjSvvT^Or]. In I 39 a single line of/is omitted:
evKXeiSov . . . iyevero. The scribe failed on the sign for iart in/at I 93 2213
1665, and on the sign for -npos at I 45 459^ 12O0 1524, II ina, III 140-
54 Heyse (1912) pp. 23-26.
55 H. Omont, Missions archeologiquesfrangaises en Orient aux XVII' et XVIII' siicles (1892),
I, p. 21; II, p. 853, No. 30.
56 R. Foerster, ed., Libanii opera, V (1909), 222 f.; IX (1927), 141.
57 "Life of St. Mary of Egypt," Patrol, graeca 87, pp. 3697-3704.
58 E. Drerup, ed., Isocratis opera omnia, I (1906), pp. XXIV n. 46; XLIX.
59 Followed by an anonymous epistle de imperio, Studi ital. 1 (1893), 149; 308-313.
60 R. Blum, La bibl. della Badia fiorentina e i codd. di Ant. Corbinelli, Studi e Testi, 1 55 ( 1 95 1 )
,
77, No. 28; 117; 161, No. 79.
61 R. Foerster, ed., Libanii opera, II (1904), pp. 198 f. Fol. 83r-86r are akin to Vatic,
gr. 82 fol. 1 92V- 1 93V.
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Most of the scholia are omitted. In II III Mhas collation by second hand,
usually agreeing with /3. This seems to be the same hand and from the
same source as the continuation fol. 167-173 (174 is blank), which ends
III 151 eVt Se TTjv TTapa-. It seems to be from F.^^— This codex was No. 300
in Bessarion's donation of 1468. It has not been collated. I have microfilm.
{S) Milan, Ambros. J 22 sup. (gr. 455) : 382 leaves 222 x 143 mm. in 47
quat. and one ternion (a-fiTj).^^ Fol. 1-248 Themistius, 249-382 Aeschines:
vitae and arg. 249r-253r (253V blank), I 254r-288v, II 289r-32ir, III
322r-37iv, epistles 371V-382V. The text of Aeschines is written regularly
(25 lines a page) and legibly and accurately. Chapters are signalized by
rubricating the first letter of the first full line, but the rubric initials are
often not supplied. The text of the orations is from^in the main: I has the
long ending and II is followed by on rjSvvqdrj (32 iv); the readings agree
withyand the early and late corrections in/almost constantly. But there
are important elements from j8: vitae and arg. and documents in I (except
50) and complete text of omissions not supplied inyat I 15212 and III
1274, also some /3-readings passim.^"* There are significant conjunctives with
F,65 and Drerup found the epistles to be from a source like V; but this
agreement with V is only partial, some of the j8-readings cannot be from
V. Most ofthe scholia are added without numbers in margins and between
lines by a second hand in smaller and finer script; they include scholia
III abc (32 1 v) and continue clear to the end of III as only in e elsewhere.
— This codex, which is primary for Themistius, ^^ was one of those
bequeathed to S. Giustina in Padua by Palla Strozzi in 1462.^'' It has not
been collated for Aeschines. I have microfilm.
Leonardo Bruni Aretino translated the two crown speeches, Demos-
thenes 18 in 1406 and Aeschines III in 1412, also Aeschines' epistle 12.^*
62FM2: III 817 1 139 1 1512 1256 12610 12625 1289 13211 etc. Consequently there are
k- and a-readings in Af2.
63 Quat. Xy-Xs (fol. 257-288) were first numbered ks-kO (201-232).
64 pS: I 3411 14 15 655 9 12 13 676 10 13 7812 817 824 848 9 10 852 5 7 871 10712 15212 16,
II 553 4 5612 8i8 926 1387 1546 1654, III 16215 18413 1859 20512 20911, also corrections or
interlinear variants at I 863 1095 1129 14929 16812, H 22 9i 316 44l3 1364 1813 1842, III
813 354 17817 1887 2083.
65 VS: vita 26 13 18 38, arg. Ill 49, I 163 10, HI 26 (F5') 216 (F»5-) 8616 17 {kV^S').
66 H. Schenkl in Wiener Studien 20 (1898), 206; Akad. der Wissensch. in Wien, phil.-hist.
Klasse, Sitzb. 192, i (1919), 46-49.
67 A Diller in Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 24 (1961), 315, No. 484.
68 L. Bertalot in Archivum Romanicum 15 (193 1), 297; 303 f. Gesamtkatalog der Wiegen-
drucke, 6750, 6751. I have microfilm of part of Vatic, lat. 5137 fol. 7or-9or and the whole
of Phillipps 922 and 2621, now at Yale University, Marston ms. 10. — An anonymous
translation of Aeschines II in Ambros. D. 465 inf. may have been made from the printed
text; see P. O. Kristeller, Iter italicum, I (1963), 288b.
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The translations occur in many mss. and were printed in 1485, 1488, etc.
Apparently Bruni translated from codex S; he agrees with/in the main
but departs from/along with S at III 21^ {dicet) 1274 17817 (vilescit) 20512
22811 {facultatem) 2587 {arthmium) . He did not use B (III 171 10 211 10).
{B) Vatic. Barber, gr. 159 [olim 139): mbr. 132 leaves 250 x 170 mm.
(numbered 1-133 without iii) in quaternions, written regularly with 29
lines a page. Aeschines as in S, but without scholia or other marginalia
and without correction or collation—a very clean ms. There are major
omissions at I 3912 467, III 171 10 21I10 {or\& line in S), and several errors
due to lack of rubric initials in S (II 691 7611 781 1522 1644, III 83 161 75^
2031 2278). On fol. 71V is an incipient omission (erased) of fol. 320v-32ir
in S: II 180 TToieiade [avafMvrjaOevTes • • • {on rjSvvijOr] 12) tovs veovs] Kal
Tois TcXeiorepois. — This codex is probably to be identified with one in
the library of San Marco in Florence, "^^ which was formed in the main by
Niccolo Niccoli, who had Aeschines' orations as early as 1416.''° It was
collated by Schultz. I have microfilm.
(C) Florence, Laur. acquisto 50: 180 leaves 266 x 169 mm. Aeschines
as in S but without scholia and with arg. distributed to the heads of the
respective orations and on rjBvm^drj appended wronly to arg. III. The codex
belonged to Francesco Castiglione ofFlorence (d. I484).''i It has not been
collated in the orations.
(d) Venice, Marc. gr. VIII 20 (colloc. 1351) : 90 leaves (numbered 1-89
with 19 bis) in quinternions. Aeschines as in C^ but the order altered: III
I II. "Occurrunt in marginibus textus supplementa et variae lectiones
lingua graeca et latina manu ut videtur Hermolai Barbari patr. Aquileiae"
(Mioni). The codex belonged to Almoro Barbaro (d. i493).''3 It was
collated by Bekker, who ignored the marginalia.
Florence, Laur. 58,6: 107 leaves in-fol. Fol. 1-32 epistles of Phalaris and
69 B. L. UUman and Ph. A. Stadter, TTie Public Library of Renaissance Florence (1972),
p. 259, No. 1 164: Eschinis orationes et epistolae, in membranis. No. 1 165 is our codex F.
70 Ambr. Traversarii epistolae a P. Canneto in libros XXV tributae (ed. L. Mehus, Flor.,
1759), VI, 6: "Aeschinem quern petisti (Fr. Barbarus) mitteret (Nicolaus) si plane sciret
quern velles, utrum orationem contra Ctesiphontem et Demosthenem Latinam, an magis
Graecum illius orationum codicem." However, Traversari may be referring to F instead
of 5.
71 See M. E. Cosenza, Biogr. and bibliogr. diet, of the Italian humanists 2 (1962), 1483 f.
72 Independent of£ (Heyse). on riBvirqOrj is not mentioned, but is probably appended
to arg. Ill as in C.
73 This codex is supposed to have belonged to Pope Leo X (d. 1521) because of papal
insignia on fol. ir, but I do not see how this ownership combines with the other history
of the codex. See E. Mioni in Italia medioevale e umanistica (1958), 331, and A. Diller, ibid.^
6 (1963), 259, No. 1 60 1. There is a photograph of fol. ir in Bibliofilia 14 (191 3), 399-
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Aeschines, 33-107 Aeschines II I III with respective arg., on rjSvvqdrj
added to arg. Ill as in C, without vitae scholia epistles. Or. I has the long
ending and the documents with readings of .S. The headings with Aeschines'
name are not supplied. There is some disorder "propter quaterniones
praepostere compactos" (Bandini) ; from Marc. VIII 20 and Ambros. gr.
26 I would expect to find III I II here. — This codex was in the Medicean
Library in 1491 and 1495 (see below). It has not been collated except by
Schultz in I 1-16.
Milan, Ambros. A 99 sup. (gr. 26): 52 + 266 leaves 228 x 163 mm.
Fol. 1-52 Harpocration, 1-136 Minor Attic Orators, 137-216 Lysias,
217-265 (242 bis) Aeschines III I II with respective arg. (but arg. Ill
omitted), without vitae scholia epistles, subscribed 2i6v by Michael
Suliardus in Florence. '''*The Minor Attic Orators were brought to Florence
from Athos byJanus Lascaris in 1492. "^^ This ms. ofAeschines has not been
collated; it is probably an apograph of Laur. 58,6.
(q) London, Wm. H. Robinson Ltd., codex Phillipps 8077: 153 leaves
292 X 210 mm. in two parts by different hands. The first part, in ten
quat., contains Aeschines II III epist. without scholia, II preceded by its
arg. and followed by on -qhwrid-q. The second part, nine quat. plus one
leaf numbered separately, contains Aeschines I preceded by Liban. 18
(19) and with scholia including unique scholia of 2", then (fol. io6v ff.) the
Golden Verses and Hierocles, all copied from T. The first part also has
interlinear readings from Y."^^ This codex belonged to Richard Mead
M.D. (d. 1754), Anthony Askew (sale 1785 No. 544), and Sir Thomas
Phillipps (d. 1872). It is still held by Robinson, successor to Phillipps, from
whom Kohler (see on Y) obtained microfilm of Hierocles. Taylor's
description, collation, and copy of scholia, were furnished to Reiske by
Askew.''''
(P) Vatic. Palat. gr. 134: 305 leaves 215 x 155 mm., composed of
several parts written by different hands. Fol. 59-126 in seven quat. and
one sext. (a-7;, later ^-iS) Aeschines II III without scholia, II preceded by
its arg. and followed by on rjSvm^Or}, written regularly with 24 lines a page.
The epistles are lacking. Pq agree in numerous errors and in major
omissions at II 84 171 279 415 4414 853 91 10 loig (one line in S) 12317, III
44 52 2O10 349 44 13 452 651. They are mutually independent^^ and derive
74 E. Lobel, TTie Greek mss. of Aristotle^s Poetics (1933), 54-56.
75 W. Wyse, ed., The speeches of Isaeus (1904, repr. 1967), p. vi.
76 r^': II 174 2714 674 685 7I12 14213, III 811 9O5 17O4 2056.
77 Taylor's description is quoted by Drerup, p. 14; compare Kohler (see on Y), 74 f.
78 At III 578 P omits koL rovs <^iA . . . xpTjaa/xcvouj and at 5710 q is said to omit tcov
Be . . . yeyevrjixevov. However, in the light of P I often doubt the reported readings of q;
there is a contradiction at III 141 2 3-
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from an apograph ofS. — This codex was in the library of Ulrich Fugger
of Augsburg in 1555, which he took to Heidelberg in i^Gy.'^^ It has not
been collated. I have microfilm.
(R) Milan, Ambros. E 113 sup. (gr. 316): 224 leaves 279 x 204 mm.,
subscribed 224r by Joannes Rhosus, Venice 1482. Fol. 1-106 Plato,
107-224 Aeschines with scholia as in S. It has not been collated in the
orations.
Milan, Ambros. E 87 sup. (gr. 297): 134 leaves 280 x 207 mm. Fol,
1-96 (94-96 blank) Aeschines with scholia as in S, on rjSwqdr) wrongly
entitled VTTodeais rov Kara KTr)ai<f>a)VTos. Fol. 97'"'' 34 Symeon npos 8ia(f>6povs
ar]ixaatas ^° in a different hand. This codex belonged to Manuel Sophianus
of Chios (i6th century). It has not been collated in the orations.
(E) Editio princeps by Aldus Manutius, Venice 151 3, in Orationes horum
rhetorum: Aeschinis, Lysine, etc. in three vols. Aeschines vol. I pp. 3-85:
vitae arg., I II III without scholia, but schol. Ill ab after arg. II (p. 5) and
oTi riSvvTqOr] after II (p. 52). Or. I has the seven documents of j3 and the
long ending of/. The text is a conflation of iS*^ and m.82 Most of the
omissions o{fS are supplied (so the document in I 50), but not at I 265
1078 1785, II 1 132 141 1, III 763 12O3. At III 1673 ov OerraXovs a^iaTavai
is omitted as in amgV, not a^iaravac ov yap av Kw/xrjv as in f^S, and at
1679 avooT'qaai.s agrees with amgxL against airoarqaaio F and a-TToaTijaeias
fSk; at 1722 3 e^ ^j yivovrai avru) agrees with amg against Z^*, k, V, xL, all
different.
{k) Paris, gr. 2998: s. XIII 389 leaves 258 x 175 mm. ^^ Fol. 1-205
Demosthenes and Aeschines. Fol. 83r-ii7r (without 102-103, which
belong at the head of the codex) Aeschines III II {sic) without arg. and
with very few scholia. Or. II begins loiv and has a unique second title in
the lower margin : alaxivov airoXoyia' There are singular major omissions
at III 2414 3I5 55i2 959 1053 1104 1172 17510 2467 10, II 225 2311 416 718
79i3 1334 14715, incipient omissions at III 2514 {^pxov . . . apxqv), 455
{ri aTip,ov elvai . . . /x-qSevos), and an incipient repetition at III 2592
(iTTiSrjfj.'qaavTa . . . to e/c /xijScov ^pvartov), all three uncancelled. There are
fenestrae towards the end: II 1213 12415 1255 9 12 1342 13 1381 le etc. The
text has many singular readings; they are more frequent in III than in II
;
sometimes they are right. — This codex belonged to Federic Morel jr.
79 Catalogues of Pal. gr. 1-352 in Pal. lat. 1925 fol. 124-135 dated 1555 and Pal. lat.
1950 fol. 182-194 before 1559; see A. Biedl in Byz. Z^^^^chr. 37 (1937), 18-22.
80 K. Nickau, ed., Ammonii liber (1966), pp. IX-XII.
81 SE: I 212 4 8 10 "Og 16915.
82 m£: I 5018 15414 1884, II 159 211 252 564 708 1093 1386 1771, III 7619.
83 R. Foerster in Hermes 9 (1875), 24-28; idem, ed., Libanii opera, VI (191 1), 112-114;
VIII (1915), 597.
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(d. 1630) and to Etienne Baluze (d. lyiS).^^ It was collated by Bekker,
Heyse, and Martin-Bude. I have microfilm.
(8) The lost parent of the closely akin but mutually independent mss.
Die had Aeschines III II from k followed by I with arg. but without
scholia from jS. There were major omissions at III 432 1404 1869, II 4613
6017 (one line in k), I 9612. Tht fenestrae of A: in II 121-156 and the
omission at II 12413 were supplied from another ms. There were a few
readings off in the text: II 43^ om. eVt-, 8217 airiiprjKOTOJv, 8412 ukovovtos,
1 154 dfJL(f>iKTv6va)V, 1 1 74 x^PlY'l^'^^'^'^^y ^494 "^pl-TOV tovtI, I585 idaare. Most
of the readings of / in I cited by Heyse occur in D also.
(D) Milan, Ambros. G 69 sup. (gr. 409): 345 leaves 297 x 215 mm.
Three preliminary leaves have (irv) a pinax for the whole codex, (2r)vita
I, (2v-3r) vita 2, (3v) arg. II and scholia III ab, with text akin to LW. Fol.
4-67 are eight quat. (a-7^) : 4r-28v Aeschines III with A;-scholia, 29r-46r II
with ^-scholia added 29rv only, 46V-65V I with arg. but without scholia,
65V Hermogenes nepl ISeoJv I 1 1,6 (Walz III 384 f), 66r-67v Aristides orat.
funebr. D has peculiar major omissions in III 37 cSctt' ccKvpovs . . • ttjv
TToXiTeiav, jG ifxiadwaaTo . . . els dij^as (suppl. in marg.), 140 /cai ol
iTTTTels, 173 '''^^ ioTiv . . . KarayeXdaTcos, 202 eVt tovs vofjLovs KaXels, II 8
1
a jxev etSov. The scribe often corrects himself, mostly in III; usually the
first writing agrees with le, the second with /S.^s — This codex belonged to
Joannes Doceianus of Constantinople (d. after 1474), but was probably
not written by him, as has been supposed.*^ It has not been collated. I
have microfilm.
(/) Paris, gr. 3002: 1 12 leaves in small 4°. Fol. i-87r Aeschines III II I
without vitae arg. or scholia (except arg. I, Gov); fol. 87V-112V various
epistles including Aeschines'. / is closely akin to D but independent, not
84 Montfaucon, Bibl. bibl. (1739), i304aC-E, No. 9.
85 Corrections in D: III 179 ei5 D'^kl h> D'^^f, 2212 cv ttj noXei D^kle vofiiov D^^f, 2312
Xoycov D^l voficDV D^ etc., 4612 iroXiTrjs DHe woAij D'^ etc., 482 vtto- D^kle del. D'', 524 avruiv
D^kle avTu) D^^f, 6711 <f>iXnnTOs D^kle Sfjfjios D^fif, 72^ ^eAerrj/iara DHe fieX(X)TifiaTa D°
etc., 934 l^eAAcv D^ke rj^eXXev D'^ etc., 957 <f)t.XiTnTov D^e (f>iXnTnov D^ etc., 1261 -Aa^cuj' D^
etc. -j3aAtuv D'^T, 1293 irpoet-irajv D^k^l npoeiTTOv D'^k'^^f, iGGg -roA/i'^/cafft DHe -TftriKaai
D" etc., 2359 l^cTC Z)* etc. et^ere D^e, II 2712 <}>iXo- D^e l<j>i- D^ etc., 515 g om. D'^k kuI
D'^^f, 95 1 voyiov Z)*j3 hrifiov D^kfi, 1 623 iKXrid-qfiev DH iKXTjdr]v /xev D'^ etc., I 340 aireXaveiv
D^{1) a-neXavveiv D'^ etc., 15222 V^e D'^l-qSerai D'^ etc. — There are also some old readings
in D^ against kle or /: III iij a-nay. D^/Siay. kle, 22310 KaraaKevdaas D^ KareaKevaaas
fkle, 23O2 aiTo- D^f ava- kl, 24417 SiaxeipicrrjTaL D^ SiaxprjoT] kl, II 589 ad'j^vrjaL D^fi ad'j^vai.s
kle, 6014 Tov vofxov D^fi tovs vofiovs k, I 4712 iiepyd^eaOai. DamV i^epydaaadai foLl, 1565
TTCCvToXfovra DVm TTavraXiovra faxLl, 1574 papivovaiov Da'^m papLvrjaLov JxLl.
86 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 46 ( 1 926) , 43 f. ; D. A. Zakythinos, Le despotat grec de Moree,
II (1953), 318; P. Topping in The Library Chronicle (Univ. ofPennsylvania) 29 (1963), 1-16.
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sharing omissions and other aberrant readings of D. It agrees with D^
against Z)°. It has omissions of its own at III 1597 1685 1755 2227, I 275
54 12 6610 1736 19285 3.nd in general is less accurate than D. — This codex
belonged to Gaspare Zacchi of Volterra before he became bishop of
Osimo in 1460^'' (it is older than Heyse thought) and later to Cardinal
Domenico Grimani of Venice (d. 1523).^^ It was collated by Bekker and
(in I) by Heyse.
{e) Venice, Marc. gr. VIII 4 (coUoc. 1208): mbr. i + 209 leaves
250 X 163 mm. in 21 quint. Fol. i-i44r Demosthenes 1-9 and 18-19,
I44r-209v Aeschines II III without arg. but with j8-scholia clear to the end
as in S. At III 643 (fol. i8or?) "hinc altera manus". The text of the
orations is from 8, but I omitted as in P and II III in the order of/^. There
are major omissions at II 853 1436? HI 2414 15 (in marg. kD) 1983. — This
codex was in the library of the convent of Sts. John and Paul in Venice,
which was transferred to the Marcian Library in 1789. The text was
collated by Bekker; the scholia were found by Schultz after his edition. ^9
[s] London, Harley 6322: 304 leaves 28.5 x 21.7 cm. in four parts, all
but the first by Michael Lygizus, the same scribe as in T: (a) fol. 1-74
Demosthenes i-ii; (b) 75-184 Dem. 18, Aeschines II, Dem. 19, 60; (c)
185-266 Synesius; (d) 267-304 PsArist. rhet. ad Alex. ^^ Aeschines II is from
k (not S).9i — This codex, formerly in Ripon (Yorkshire), was acquired
by Harley in 1 725. ^^ It was collated by Taylor and for Blass and inspected
by Drerup for Heyse, who showed that it is an apograph of k.
{i) Paris, gr. 2996: s. XIV 477 leaves 205 x 157 mm. Fol. 1-49
Demosthenes 19 abrupt at the beginning, 50-83 Aeschines II without arg.
but with jS-scholia, 84-418 Aristides followed (415V-418V) by an excerpt
87 E. L. Leutsch, Paroemiographi graeci, II (1851, repr. 1958), pp. XXI n. 10; H. Omont
in Bibl. de Vecole des chartes 45 (1884), 333; Revue des bibl. 2 (1892), 15; R. Foerster, ed.,
Libanii opera, IX (1927), 147.
88 Index voluminum graecorum Bibliothecae D. Card. Grimani, No. 116: Aeschinis orationes
tres. — Aristotelis epistola ad Olympiadem. — Dionis epistolae quinque. — Dionysii
sophistae epistolae quattuor. . . . (cod. Vatic, lat. 3960 fol. 4v). See G. Mercati in Studi e
Testi 79 (1920, 1937), 159-162; 75 (1938), 26-34; M. Sicherl in Byz. Zeitschr. 67 (1974),
313-336.
^9 Neue Jakrbiicher gy (1868), 749-752.
90 E. M. Thompson in Class. Quart. 3 (1889), 154, 441 ; N. Terzaghi, ed., Synesii hymni
et opuscula, II, i (1944), XXIX; M. Fuhrmann in Akad. der Wissensch. und Lit. in Mainz,
Abh. der geistes- und sozialwiss. Klasse, 1964, pp. 560, 598-601, Abb. 3; J. Wiesner and U.
Victor in Riv. di studi biz- 8-9 (i 971- 1972), 60.
91 A:5: II 1 1 14 fjL€fivT]aea0e k'^s^ fiad^aeaOe Pfk'^s'^ 122 otfiai ks om. 8 2ii ^fiev Pfkotfxai s{?)
8mg 344 8vv(xfj,€ws om. A'jt' suppl. Ar^i™ hab. PfS 4423 ravri- ^fks tuvtI 8 61 10 im8r]fj,ijaat
Pfk^s^ imrifjirjaai k^s^S^ 1642 iireKoXovv k^s wape/coAow ^fk^D.
92 C. E. Wright, ed., The diary ofHumphrey Wanley (1966), 348, 415.
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from Menander (Walz IX 287), 419-477 Aristides />ro quattuor viris pars
quinta. Fol. 54-83 are three quat. and a binion signed ijS-ie (74-75 are
extra, see below) ; fol. 1-53 lacking two leaves at the beginning and one
between 6 and 7 must be e-ta, Dem. 19 beginning with e, a-8 lost. The ms.
is uncalligraphic but literate—the work of a learned scribe. There are
slight changes of script at 55r and Gov. In the upper margin 5or are two
titles: Kara TiyLapxov {sic) and Trepl TTapaiTpea^elas. In the right and lower
margins 5or is the scholion on iSvv^drj (sic) . . . a<f)avovs found elsewhere
only in/ (and its offspring) following the end of II. The text is peculiar and
problematical (see above). A bit of scholia {VxL) is in the text at II 391.
Major omissions are supplied by the first hand. One very large omission
must have occurred in the Vorlage: fol. 73V om. II 134 Trpea^eis [SeSeKoras
... 141
€x6pas] (f>avepas; this is supplied on two inserted leaves (74-75)
still by the first hand ; the readings show that the source was V, and there
are a few F-readings elsewhere in the text.^s — This codex was one of a
number of Greek codices purchased by Francis I from Antonius Eparchus
of Venice in 1 538.9'* Jt was one source of the scholia Bernardi {Scaligeri)
(Schultz pp. 249 f ). It was collated by Bekker, Diibner (for Dindorf),
Heyse, and others. I have microfilm.
(F) Florence, Laur. 60,4: 77 leaves in large 4°. Aeschines III II without
arg. or scholia followed by epistles of Aeschines (6or) and others (68r).
The absence of I, the order III II, and the lack of arg. and scholia, suggest
k, but the text is a mixture of k^^ and a^^ in III. Or. II has the unique
title of A; alaxivov anoXoyla and seems to be pure k in II 1-12, but from
there on pure a. The epistles are akin to SB (Drerup). — This codex
belonged to Niccolo Niccoli of Florence (d. 1437), possibly as early as 141
6
(see on codex B). It was collated by Schultz.
(z) Mosquensis gr. 475 {olim CCLIV, 267): 142 leaves 29 x 21 cm.
Demosthenes 19, Aeschines II III, Dem. 18 21 20. Codex Dresden Da 11
(58 leaves: Dem. 1-17) was probably once part of this codex; ^^ it is by
93 Ki: II 2310 526 676 16 18 948 979 989 10214 "32 "74 1266 10 13537 13657 13712 1410
(apxofievlwv) . Fol. 74-75 have scholia also from V.
94 H. Omont, "Cat. des mss. grecs d'Antoine fiparche (1538)", Bibl. de I'ecole des
chartes 53 (1892), 103, No. 45; idem. Cat. des niss. grecs de Fontainebleau (1889), 53, No.
146.
95 kFz: III 74 10 425 481 8 555 12 17 567 9 5710 14 705 791 8112 822 844 8617 872 5 923
948, etc.
96 aFz: III 37 133 178 236 291 302 361 397 405 472 544 733 885, etc., but mFz: III 85 4616
1139 12615, also II 607 1771.
97 O. Gebhardt in Centralbl. fur Bibliothekswesen 15 (1898), 538 f. The Dresden codices
formerly in Moscow have been returned to Moscow.
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the same hand (except fol. 40-58). ^8 Codex z agrees withF^' jn spite ofthe
order II III. It has the unique title of II in kF (Vladimir). — This codex
belonged to Giambattista Rasario (d. 1578) and Maximus Margunius (d.
1602), both of Venice. 100 It was collated by C. Hoffmann for his edition
of Aeschines III (Moscow, 1845).
{W) Vatic, gr. 67: 295 x 210 mm. Fol. i-83r Demosthenes, 83V-142
Aeschines (142 originally blank, 1-142 are 17 quat. and one ternion),
143-256 Aristides (256abc blank), 257-276 epistles ofBrutus and Phalaris.
Fol. 83V-84V vitae and arg. Ill I, 85r-i02vl, io2vschol. Ill ab, io3r-i2iv
III, 12 IV arg. II, I22r-i36v II, 136V-141V epistles. The orations have
scholia in red in margins and between lines. Drerup found heavy contam-
ination in the epistles, and the same is true of the orations. The text of I
is basically V, but contaminated with/. 101 It has the short ending of jSF.
Some readings of/ occur as doublets with or without yp. I 67 is repeated
entire after I 68, agreeing here with/. However, in the vitae arg. documents
and scholia, all lacking in/ there was another source from which defects
of F were made good; this source seems to have been like L.io^ xhe text
of III is still V, but contaminated with k in III 1-20. Scholia cease at III
156 as in V. There is a large lacuna fol. i lor: III 81 jLtera ravra [e/SouAeu€To
... 129 -qyeiiovlav] ttjs evae^eia^; this must represent a quaternion
missing in the Vorlage, which was not F itself. The text of II is basically i,
manifest by many unique readings of i and by on iSvvqdr] at the head
(i22r) as only in i; but it is contaminated somewhat with /3 and/.^o^
— This codex probably belonged with V to Cardinal Isidorus Ruthenus
:
there are large additions in his hand fol. 83r and 142. ^O'* It has not been
examined for Aeschines before; I have microfilm.
(u) Urbinas graecus deperditus. The Indice Vecchio of Urbino (ca.
1485-1500)105 has Aeschines' orations twice: Greco 82 is certainly the
98 B. Fonkic by letter i6 December 1969, who says the hand is the one I wish to identify
as Andronicus Callistus, see Italia medioevale e umanistica 10 (1967), 406-408.
99 N.b. Ill 5512 om. kz^ suppl. z^.
100 A. Turyn, The Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of Aeschylus (1943), 57 n. 59;
K. A. de Meyier in Scriptorium 9 (1955), 102 n. 17.
101 VW: I 5013 24 5212 837 14914, etc.fW: I 911 107 i m n 136 I7l3 2210 344 417 489 etc.
102 Not V: vita 13, doc. I 1610 663; IVL: vita 214 15 64, arg. la 9 17 26 lb 9 11) ^""g. Ill
40 42 46. doc I 3512 683.
103 pW: II 34 1113 125 2313 356 5811 736, etc.fW: II 22 75 89 lag 187 2310 333 434 504
526 546, etc.
104 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 46 (1926), aggiunte, pp. 1-3.
105 C. Stomajolo, Codices Urbinates Graeci (1895), LIX-CLXXV; L. MicheHni Tocci,
"Agapito bibhotecario", Studi e Testi 220 (1962), 245-280, esp. 260; D. Harlfinger, Die
Textgesch. der Pseudo-Aristotelischen Schrift irepl UTOficov ypafjLij.6jv (1971), 235-246.
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present Urb. gr. 116 (c), Greco 164^^^ is in a section entitled Libri Graeci in
Armaria (i 31-168); some of these libri are identical with previous items
in the Indice while others have disappeared unaccountably. Greco 164 must
be one of the latter as it cannot be our codex c. Now the Gotha ms. t has
Aeschines III copied from c and I copied from the same Vorlage (u) as T.
I venture to guess that Greco 164 was this lost Vorlage. It was itself copied
from M and /, which belonged to Bessarion and his secretary Gaspare
Zacchi respectively; hence it was copied in Italy, probably by Michael
Apostoles, who produced Y from it and whose script is frequent in the
present codices Urbinates. It was probably a rough ms. (to judge from
Tt), misprized in the elegant collection of Duke Federigo.
[Y) Vatic, gr. 72: 140 + 3 leaves 290 x 210 mm. in two parts by
different hands, the second (fol. 81-136) by Michael Apostoles, the first
by his pupil Michael Lygizus.iO'' Fol. iv Libanius hyp. Dem. 18 (19) in a
later hand; 2-47 (five quat. and a ternion, a-s) Aeschines I II with scholia;
48-80 (with 8oabc blank, four quat. and a binion) Aeschines III with
scholia only at the beginning; 81-136 (seven quat.) Golden Verses of
Pythagoras followed by Hierocles' commentary et alia.^^^ The loss of the
Vorlage v of Y blurrs the analysis of its sources. Aeschines in 2^ is a hotch-
potch like W. It is from ^^ in the main: the prolegomena are lacking, I
1965 has the long ending, on 7]hvvri6r] follows II, and the text agrees mostly
withy. But it is much contaminated with jS in I and with k in II III and
after III 113 agrees with k only. Actually the /-source was M,^^^ which
ends at III 113, and the A;-source was /.i^" But there were other sources.
Among the interlinear and marginal variants I find three unique readings
of a: I 1 1 120 171 iij II 44235 ^Iso I 5013; a also has variants from Y. In the
quotations from Iliad in I 144-150 and from Hesiod in III 135 there are
big interpolations from the text of the poets. The seven documents of I
are interpolated part in the text and part in the margin. The scholia,
which cannot be from Ml, are in various scripts, red and black. A series
near the beginning of I has the numbers (a-^) of L fol. I76r, where the
106 Stornajolo, p. CLXXV: Aeschynis orationes, quint. XI; (S)ynesii de dono ad
Paeonium, quint. 7; Cyri vita [Xen. Anab.^^, quint. 12. 1^ has Aeschines' orations in 11
quires.
107 On these two scribes see M. Wittek, Album de paleographie grecque (1967), pp. 24 f.,
pi. 35, 37 (Apostoles) and 36 (Lygizus), with references, also Wiesner and Victor (see on
ms. s), pp. 53, 59.
108 Fr. Wm. Kohler, Textgeschichte von Hierokles^ Kommentar zum Carmen Aureum des
Pythagoras, Diss. Mainz (Miinster, 1965), pp. 68-72.
109 MTvs.f: I 2213 2912 653 7011 7812 1524 1665 1745 1775 1815, II 864.
110 /r vs. D: I 6610, III iiSfi 1597 16610 1685 1755 2227 2355.
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scholia are numbered by the page. Codex L came from Crete, where
Apostoles and Lygizus Uved. At the beginning of II the first schoHa are in
the script of the text and have readings of Z,, but the long scholia on II 10
and 12 are in a different script and agree with a. There are also many
unique scholia (in Schultz from q), which do not belong to the old fund of
scholia. — This codex was purchased for the Vatican from Antonius
Eparchus ofVenice in 1551 ; m Petrus Cacus, a former owner, is unknown.
It has not been examined for Aeschines before; I have microfilm.
{h) Paris, gr. 2947: 95 leaves. Aeschines I II III with Libanius 18 (19) 112
and oTt rihvvriOri as in T. Together with Paris, gr. 1804 (ch. 54 leaves:
Golden Verses with Hierocles) ^^^ h makes a complete apograph of Y, all
written by Michael Apostoles. Scholia are not reported from h, perhaps
because they were added to T after h was copied. There is secondary
correction in III : major omissions of IT are supplied at III 1 1 72 14O4 1597
1755 2227, also I 6610. h^ agrees constantly with m and m^, q.v. — This
codex belonged to Marcus Musurus (d. 1517)^^'* and later (with mg) to
Janus Lascaris. It was collated by Bekker and Heyse.
[c] Vatic. Urbin. gr. 116: mbr. 93 leaves 264 x 168 mm. in nine quint,
plus three leaves, written regularly 28 lines a page, a clean ms. without
marginalia or corrections. Aeschines I III II without scholia followed
(8iv) by arg. la, arg. Ill, on t^Swjj^t;, arg. II, epist., vitae. Or. I stands
apart (fol. 1-24) and is from A (Heyse 1912); the rest is continuous and
is from a ms. like d but contaminated from pA^^— This codex was in the
famous library of Federigo da Monte Feltro duke of Urbino (d. 1482; see
on codex v). It was collated in III by Bekker. I have microfilm.
{t) Gotha, Landesbibliothek B 572: 138 leaves 221 x 158 mm. Fol. 1-3
Gorgias, 3-41 Aeschines III without scholia, 41-64 I as far as 175 e/cpiVero
with scholia, 66-100 Demosthenes, 101-135 Phalaris. Apparently 1-64
are eight quat. and were followed by other quat. now lost. Heyse (1904)
showed that III was copied from c; but it has a good deal of correction
by the first and later hands, of which he gives no account. Heyse also
showed (191 2) that I is closely akin to hq, that is, to T, but independent of
Y, which has a major omission at I 1 7312 not shared by t. In I 2"and t have
similar fusions oif and fi but Y has more of j3 than t has. In their Vorlage
(u) the readings of j3 may have been entered in such a way that t could
111 Studi e Testi 244 (1965) 419 f.
112 R. Foerster, ed., Libanii opera, VIII (1915), 596, Nos. 113, 116 {hq).
113 Kohler, 72-74.
114 M. Sicherl in Serta Turyniana (1974), 569, 577, 578.
lis erf: II loii 157 164 211 12 2818 22 314 336 734, etc., cp II 1911 2115 263 299 7118 77?
799 934 "74 "99 1345 I56i3» etc. See Heyse (1904), p. 15, for III.
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ignore some of them. — This codex belonged to Barth. Walther of Pforta
in 1590. It was collated by Franke^i^ and Heyse.
The following mss. have not been examined. They contain only single
orations of Aeschines. None of them seems likely to be important.
Vatic. Ottobon. gr. 254: mbr. 57 leaves 234 x 156 mm. Fol. 1-50
Demosthenes 60 and 18, fol. 51-55 Aeschines I 1-39, the rest unfinished
or lost. From Card. Gugl. Sirleto (d. i^S^).^^"^
Vatic, gr. 1392: 170 leaves 215 x 145 mm. us Pol. 108V-142V Aeschines
II with arg. From Fulvio Orsini (d. 1600).
Vatic. Barber, gr. 53 (olim 127): 136 leaves 200 x 162 mm. Fol. 1-68
(eight quat. and a binion) Dem. ig, 69-104 (four quat. and a binion)
Aeschines II with arg., 105-135 Dem. 20 in a different hand. From Carlo
Strozzi of Florence 1636.
Neapol. II E 28: 81 leaves 282 x 204 mm. Fol. 1-75 Dem. 19, 76-80
Aeschines II 1-22.11^
Salamanca 223 pars B: 19 leaves 262 x 192 mm. Aeschines II 1-124
(unfinished), entitled -jrepl rrjs TrapaTrpea^eias Adyo? Kara Tifiapxov (sic,
compare ms. i). Dem. 19 (unfinished) is in ms. 71 fol. 128-143. Both mss.
belonged to Fernan Nunez de Guzman (Pintianus, d. 1552). ^20
Istanbul, Meroxiov tov Uavayiov Td(f>ov, No. lo: ch. 4 s. XVI, Alaxcvov
Trepl TTJs TTapavpea^elas Xoyos. This ms. listed only in a catalogue of 1845
has disappeared. ^21
Athens, Bi^X. ttjs ^ovXrjg 23: 410 leaves 24 x 16 cm., s. XIX. Fol.
348-end Aeschines 11. 122
Vatic, gr. 1585: 291 leaves 222 x 161 mm. Fol. 1-229 Demosthenes,
229v-288r Aeschines III with on rjbvvqdr], dated a.d. 1490 (288r).
Vatic, gr. 2362: 177 leaves 290 x 213 mm. Fol. 1-141 Demosthenes,
142-176 Aeschines III. The contents are the same as in Vatic. 1585.123
From the Jesuit Collegio Romano, suppressed 1773.^24
Vatic, gr. 1949: 217 x 147 mm. Fol. 178 179 181 Aeschines III 35-50,
^^f> Neue Jahrbilcher 34 (1842), 268-273.
117 E. Miller, Cat. des mss. grecs de la bibl. de VEscurial (1848, repr. 1966), 330 rhet. 30.
118 E. Drerup, ed., Isocratis opera omnia, I (1906), p. XVIII; R. Foerster, ed., Libanii
opera, W (1909), 296 f.
^^^ Rivista indo-greco-italica 14 (1930), 104.
120 A. Tovar, Cat. codd. graec. universitatis Salamantinae I {Acta Salamanticensia, Filosofiay
Lettras XV, 4 [1963]), 39 f-» 32 f-
121 Papadopoulos-Kerameus, 'l€poaoXvfii,TLKT] jSijSAto^Tj/cTj IV (1899), 437.
122 S. Lampros, Neos 'EXXrjvofivqficov i (1904), 363.
123 L. Canfora, Inventario dei mss. greci di Demostene (1969), 60.
124 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 164 (1952), 28.
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fol. i8or four lines only from III 58, fol. iBov 182 183 blank. The missing
bifolium with III 50-58 is in Florence, Magliabech. gr. 17.125
Neapol. II E 11: 168 leaves 295 x 313 mm. Fol. 1-143 Demosthenes,
144-168 Aeschines III 1-192 (the rest lost).i26 The contents are not the
same as in Vatic. 1585 and 2362. From the royal collection of Naples. 127
Florence, Libri-Ashburnham 1640: 40 leaves 219 x 140 mm. Aeschines
III 1-181. From Giulio Saibante of Verona 1734.^28
Lisbon, Bibl. Nat., unnumbered ms. : 42 leaves in 4° (three quint, and
a sext.). Aeschines III. 129
Bucharest, Acad. 603: 336 leaves 21x15 cm. Fol. 157-294 Aeschines
III with arg.
Athos, Vatopedi 736: 381 leaves 24 x 17 cm. s. XIX. Fol. 267-290
Aeschines III with commentary.
Oxford, Bodl. S.C. 6561 (Savile 14) fol. 171-180: vitae and arg. only of
Aeschines. Given to the Bodleian Library by Sir Henry Savile 1620.
Vatic. Palat. gr. 51 fol. 185-224: scholia on Aeschines I II III, probably
copied in Florence 1 550-1 560 by Arnold Arlenius, who owned the codex. 1 3o
Paris, suppl. gr. 1344 fol. 1-34: scholia on Aeschines prepared for an
edition by Emmanuel Miller (d. 1886). Baiter and Sauppe (II [1850] p.
11) used a copy by Miller of scholia rnfi on Aeschines II 1-71. W. Dindorf
used collations ofJim by Fr. Diibner in his edition of the scholia (1852).
Codex Mediceus deperditus. In the catalogue of the Graeca Bibliotheca of
the Mediceae domus insignis bibliotheca, quae nunc est apud R{everendissim)um
Car (dina) lem de Medicis, by Fabio Vigili in Rome ca. 1510,^31 codex No. 17
is as follows:
Aeschinis rhetoris orationes tres vz contra Timarchum una, irepi irapaTrpca-
jSei'a? i(d est) de corrupta sive falsa legatione 2^, Contra Ctesiphontem de
coronatione tertia.
Bruti epistolae ad varios.
Propositiones quaedam Geometricae Euclidis ut videtur.
M. TuUij Ciceronis Cato, sive de Senectute liber, a Theodoro in graecum
sermonem conversus.
125 Studi italiani 2 (1894), 553.
126 R. Foerster, ed., Libanii opera, VIII (1915), 597.
127 Fabricius-Harles, Bibl. graeca, V (1796), 783, No. 139.
128 L. Delisle, "Notice sur des mss. du fonds Libri conserves i la Laurentienne",
Notices et extraits des mss. de la Bibl. Nat. 32, i (1886), 14 n. 3, 17 n. i.
129 Nouvelles archives des missions scientifiques et litteraires 2 (1892), 304 f., repr. in Humanitas
(Coimbra), 19-20 (1967- 1968), 307 f.
130 G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 79 (1927, 1937), 358-371, esp. 366.
131 Cod. Vatic. Barber, lat. 3185 fol. 263V, unpublished; cf. M. H. Laurent in Studi e
Testi 105 (1943), pp. XVII f.
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Epistola Nicolai quinti Pontificis ad Constantinum Palaeologum Constanti-
nopolitanum imperatorem, a Theodoro in graecum sermonem conversa.
Ciceronis epistola prima ad Lentulum vz ego omni officio, ab eodem
Theodoro ut puto in graecum conversa.
Dionysij Halicarnasei De fabula et historia ac philosophia quaedam et per
consequens de poetis historicis et philosophis quibusdam ut de Homero
Hesiodo Antimacho heroicis, Panyasi Pindaro Simonide Sthesichoro
Alcaeo lyricis, Aeschylo Sophocle Eurypide tragicis, Menandro comico,
Herodoto Thucydide Philisto Xenophonte Theopompo historicis, Pythag-
oricis Xenophonte Platone Aristotele philosophis, Lysia Isocrate Lycurgo
Demosthene Aeschine Hyperide oratoribus, deque eorum intentione et
stilo.
Quaedam ad astrologica et logica pertinentia.
Isaac Argyri libellus de lingua.
Although the Medicean library is preserved as a whole in the Laurentian
Library in Florence, this codex has disappeared, unfortunately, as it was
interesting in several respects. In the register of loans for the Medicean
library 132 Aeschines' orations occur three times:
13. 1 48 1/2 Nov. 21 to Politian: rorationi d'Eschine e altre cose di Theodoro,
rosso, in papiro.
62. 1489 Jan. 13 to Chalcondyles : librum Aeschinis in quo sunt tres ejus
orationes.
76. 1 49 1 Oct. 3 to Augusto Padoano: le orationi de Eschine, in un volume
nel qual sono anco le sue epistola.
No. 13 is certainly our lost codex, 62 is probably the same, 76 must be
Laur. 58, 6. In the inventory of 1495 ^^^ there are three mss. of Aeschines'
orations
:
320. Epistole Phalaridis et Eschinis cum orationibus, in papiro contente in
quadam chartula.
329. Lysias et Herodianus, in papiro.
388. Eschines in Thimarcum et alia quedam, in papiro.
No. 320 is Laur. 58, 6; 329 is Laur. 57, 45, which came to the library only
in 1492, and 388 must be our lost codex. In Vigili's catalogue I find only
two: 17 and 54 (Laur. 57, 45). Why Laur. 58, 6 is absent I cannot say.
To return to our lost codex, the orations of Aeschines were complete
and in the traditional order, but apparently without the prolegomena and
epistles. These meagre data, which are shared by some other mss. (MThg),
do not afford a clue to the classification of the ms. It was probably not
132 Published by E. Piccolomini in Archivio storico italiano, serie terza, 21 (1875), 285,
287, 288.
133 Published by E. Piccolomini, ibid., 20 (1874), 51-94.
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early enough to be very important. Theodore Gaza (see below) cites
Aeschines' orations in his opusculum Trepl firjvaJvA^'^
The last item in the codex is problematical; no work ofArgyrus de lingua
is known. 135 The translation of Cicero de senectute occurs in several mss.,i36
some of which attribute it to Theodore Gaza, as here. A mistaken attri-
bution to Maximus Planudes has gained some currency. ^ 37 The translation
ofthe epistle ofNicholas V to Constantine Palaeologus occurs in many mss.
The epistle is dated 11 October 1451,138 a, post quern for at least this part
of our codex. The translation of Cicero adfam. I i is new, so far as I know.
Perhaps it was an inchoate work. If so, our codex would be near to
Theodore Gaza, perhaps autograph. Gaza (d. 1476) bequeathed most of
his books to Demetrius Chalcondyles, then professor in Florence. 1 39
Perhaps this is the way our codex came to the Medicean library.
The work of Dionysius Halic. was the excerpt called apxalwv Kplais or
veterum censura, now regarded as a fragment of -n-e/Di pLi^-qaeios.^^^ It occurs
without heading and quite anonymous at the end of the famous codex
Paris, gr. 1741 ^^^ (fol. 299-301) and in a few apographs of that ms.i'*^ It
was first edited by H. Stephanus in 1554, who attributed it de suo to Dion.
Halic. because it seemed to be part of a work of his that preceded it in
Stephanus' ms. This attribution, though conjectural, seems to be valid.
Now we have it much earlier, apparently from Theodore Gaza. Probably
Gaza had the text from Paris, gr. 1741 itself, as the apographs are mostly
later and there is other evidence of his having that codex.
Francesco Filelfo says Aeschinis orationes et epistolae were among the Greek
134 Migne, Patrologia graeca 19, pp. 1167-1218 (1173C, 1176C).
135 On Isaac Argyrus see G. Mercati in Studi e Testi 56 (1931), passim.
136 Laur. 58, 33; Vatic, gr. 1405; Paris, gr. 2071 ; Monac. gr. 289; Bodl. Barocci 165;
Elbing O 2; Scorial. deperd. 733 (Miller p. 380) = 636 Andres; ed. Froben 1520.
137
J. Irmscher, "Cicero and Byzantium", Byzantinoslavica 20 (1959), 28-39, esp. 37 f.
138 E. Legrand, Bibliogr. helUn. des XV^ et XVP siecles, I (1885, repr. 1962), p. XXXIV
n. I.
139 L. Dorez, "Un document sur la bibliotheque de Theodore Gaza", Revue des
bibliotheques 3 (1893), 385-390-
140 H. Usener and L. Radermacher, ed., Dionysii Halic. opuscula II (1929, repr. 1965),
202-214.
141 On this codex see L. Cohn in Philologies 49 (1890), 395-399; D. Harlfinger and D.
Reinsch, ibid., 114 (19701, 28-50; A. Diller in Studia codicologica, Texte und Untersuch. zur
Gesch. der altchr. Lit. 124 (1977), 149 f.
142 Cohn discusses the mss. without ioiowing of our lost codex. The Cambridge ms.,
which was Stephanus' copy, is probably the remains of a codex listed in the Index D. Card.
Grimani (see on ms. /) No. 6: . . . Demetrius Phalereus de interpretatione. Dionysius de
compositione nominum. Idem de peccatis quae fiunt in declamationibus. Maximus de
insolubilibus oppositionibus. . . .
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codices he brought from Constantinople in 1427. This is not enough to
identify the codex, if it still exists. It might be ms. m. Filelfo lectured on
Aeschines in Florence in 143 1/2.^ ''^
Melanchthon saysJohannes Reuchlin (d. 1522) had a ms. of Aeschines'
and Demosthenes' opposing speeches, i'*'* which he bought from Jacob
Questenberg in Rome, written by Questenberg himself in a handsome
script. Other sources mention Aeschines only, without Demosthenes. I'^s
Reuchlin edited the crown speeches of Aeschines and Demosthenes
together in 1522, but took his text of Aeschines from the editio princeps of
1513, to judge from the reprint of Paris, 1543, which I have examined.
Indiana University
143 A. Calderini, "Ricerche intomo alia biblioteca e alia cultura greca di Francesco
Filelfo", Studi italiani 20 (19 13), 217, 245 f.
144 Compare Paris, gr. 3004 {n) and Barber, gr. 53.
145 K. Christ, Die Bibliothek Reuchlins in Pforzheim {^entralblatt ftir Bibliothekswesen,
Beiheft 52, 1924), pp. 9, 30, 51; K. Preisendanz, "Die Bibliothek Johannes Reuchlins",
Festgabe Johannes Reuchlin (1955), 64, 80; see Qjaestenberg, quoted by G. Mercati in Studi
e Testiyg (1937), 444 f.
